GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
BHAVBA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
Uranium Extraction Division
Ref: UED/Pl.13/20/107406 27.10.20

Tender No.: BARC/UED/RK/20061
Due Date: 11.11.2020

Sub: Dismantling, shifting and installation of nitric acid storage tanks & fabrication, supply, installation and testing of piping and other miscellaneous work at SMPF(S-86), UED.

Sealed quotations are invited for and on behalf of the President of India for the work as described below. Super scribed "Dismantling, shifting and installation of nitric acid storage tanks & fabrication, supply, installation and testing of piping and other miscellaneous work at SMPF(S-86), UED". Due Date and Tender No., Party’s Name & Address and Kind Attention “Raj Kumar, SO/F, UED” on top of the envelope, Sealed offers should reach the undersigned on or before DUE DATE: 11.11.2020, TIME: 1600 HRS. Offers must be sent by INDIA POST only.

1. Qualifying criteria for bidders
   1.1 Firms willing to bid for above mentioned work shall have vetted by Security Section of BARC.

   1.2 All the supervisors and workers should have valid police verification certificate (PVC) and vigil pass issued by BARC security. The list of manpower available with firm shall be submitted along with their details of PVC and vigil pass.

   1.3 The past experience of the firm in similar nature in BARC/DAE shall be made available with work order copy and satisfactory completion certificate from the user. Also the list on of going jobs inside BARC premises with expected completion period shall be provided.

   1.4 Interested bidders shall contact the undersigned on phone No. 25594866, 25594122 (Extn. No. 24866, 24122) with above mentioned details for submission of application for issuance of tender / enquiry documents.

   1.5 Hard copy of Tender enquiry will be given to the vendor/contractor by hand on all working days from 14:00 hrs to 16:00 hrs till the due date and time mentioned above after briefing the scope of work under the Tender.

   1.6 Vendor / Contractor coming for the briefing and getting hard copy of Tender Enquiry/document, should take prior appointment with undersigned on all working days from 10:00 hrs to 16:00 hrs.

2. The quotation envelope shall be superscripted with Description of the job and the Tender Ref No., mentioned above.
3. Quotations should be submitted on printed letter head indicating GSTIN no., PAN no. of the firm. Computer generated quotation is not valid.

4. The Quotations will be opened on the next working day in Uranium Extraction Division, BARC between 14:00 hrs to 16:00 hrs. The complete quotation shall reach the following address on or before the due date as mentioned above by Registered Post/Speed through Indian Postal Services.

Kind Attention: Shri Raj Kumar, SO/F, Uranium Extraction Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Mumbai - 400085

5. Validity of offer: Price should be valid throughout the contract period. Minimum validity period of vendor’s offer shall be 60 days from the due date.

6. Offer of Firm: Offer of those firms, who do not submit their quotation as per the details given in technical specification and incomplete quotation in any respect shall not be considered. If any of the employee, consultant, or partner of the company is an Ex-BARC employee, the same must be stated in the quotation clearly.

7. Work completion period: 8 weeks after confirmation of order.

8. Minor alteration/addition of the job as per site requirement shall be accepted by the vendor without adding any extra cost.

9. Penalty: Penalty (at the rate of ½ % per week of the total cost (max 5%) or as applicable) will be charged if the job is not completed within the specified time without valid reason, as applicable.

10. Inspection & Testing: The job will be done in the supervision of departmental representative up to his/her satisfaction.

11. Payment: No advance/part payment will be made to the vendor. Payment (100%) will be made (through ECS) within 3-4 weeks after satisfactory completion of works at our site. Party should submit the original bill along with Advance Stamped Receipt, Guarantee Certificate and Required documents of nationalized bank for ECS payment. PAN/TIN number is compulsory on the bill for release of the payment.

12. Income Tax: Income Tax @2% and GST TDS@2% shall be deducted from vendor’s bill.

13. TAX: As applicable should be indicated in offer. If required, GST exemption certificate may be provided to avail GST at concessional rate of 5%. However, the same should be indicated in the offer.

14. Safety & Security Rule: The vendor shall follow all the safety procedures as per the normal industrial practice during the execution of the job at site. Any dispute and obligation related to safety, accident, labour and other arise while working inside BARC is the responsibility of the vendor only. Security and transportation rules at BARC, Trombay premises shall be strictly followed.

15. GUARANTEE: To give guarantee for material and workmanship for at least one year.

(Raj Kumar)
SO/F, UED
Extn. No. 24866
(For & on behalf of The President of India)